
IV. What about them do we avoid?

 A. Walk in the counsel

  •walk: way we live
  •counsel: world view or pattern of thinking
  •How do we avoid the counsel of the wicked?
   time in God’s word, prayer, community

 B. Stand in the way

  •progression from walking to standing
  •more difficult to change directions 
  •standing in the path of sin precludes walking in the path of 
  discipleship
  •way: pattern of behavior, in the Bible it can stand for the 
  course, conduct, and consequences of life.

 C. Sit in the seat

  •sitting in a seat brings to mind sitting in the city gate
  thus, this person seeks to influence others
  •seat: pattern of identification

  •degeneration of sin forces us to condemn others and 
  encourage others toward sin to avoid condemning ourselves

From An Essay on Man by Alexander Pope
“Vice is a monster of so frightful mein, 
As to be hated needs but to be seen.
Yet seen too oft, too familiar that face,
we may first endure, then pity, then embrace.”

Psalm 1:1

ESV    NASB
Blessed is the man  How blessed is the man
who walks not    who does not walk
in the counsel of the wicked, in the counsel of the wicked
nor stands in the way of sinners, Nor stand in the path of sinners,
nor sits in the seat of scoffers; Nor sit in the seat of scoffers!

 NIV    KJV
Blessed is the man  Blessed is the man
who does not walk   that walketh not
in the counsel of the wicked in the counsel of the ungodly,
or stand in the way of sinners nor standeth in the way of sinners,
or sit in the seat of mockers.  nor sitteth in the seat of the scornful.

Blessed is the man 

 who does not walk 

  in the counsel of the wicked

  And in the way of the sinners

 he does not stand. 

  And in the seat of the scoffers

 he does not sit.



I. History

 Justin Martyr (100–165): Psalm 1 is expressive of the current reign of the 
 Messiah 

 Jerome (347–420): Psalm 1 is the preface to the whole book of psalms.

 The first attempt to print a book of the Bible into Hebrew was the 
 Psalms.

 Calvin (1509–1564) preached on the Psalms for 10 or 11 years on Sunday 
 afternoons. He saw the psalms as essential for living since it combined 
 biography with theology. 
 “Nowhere is the method of praising God delivered more fully.”

 Matthew Poole (1624–1679): “Psalm 1 is put first as a preface to all the 
 rest, as a powerful persuasive to the diligent reading and serious study of 
 the whole book, and the rest of the Holy Scripture.”
 

II.  What does it mean to be blessed?

 A. Ashre

  •This is the word used in Psalm 1:1
  •It is not used by God for man or by man of God
  •Synonyms: happy, fortunate, one to be envied
  

 B. Baruk

  •Meanings: 1) God’s blessing (favor)
  2) Blessing through human agency  
  3) praise of God
  •opposite of curse

The blessed man “experiences life optimally as the creator intended.” 
-Bruce Waltke

III. Who do we avoid?

 A. Wicked

  •guilty, opposite of righteous
  •encompasses evil thoughts, words, & deeds
  •the wicked lives for self at the expense of others
  •the righteous lives for others at the expense of self

 B. Sinner

  •missing the mark, falling short, disqualifying error
  against God or the community

 C. Scoffer

  •in Proverbs, it is the opposite of the wise & discerning
   it is a synonym for the fool and arrogant
  •it is someone who promotes the corrosion of values


